Arrival Instructions

The conference will take place in Leonardo City Tower, Zisman Shalom St 14, Ramat Gan (see yellow block in the map below)

By Train: Go to Tel-Aviv Savidor station; Leave the station on the new, north terminal (see 1 on the map); Outside the terminal, turn right (east) – the entrance to City-tower (2) is immediately at the end of the bridge, on your right side;

By Car: Underground parking lot of the hotel, cost NIS 45 for all day. Parking entrance is from the south (3 on the map).

By Bus: HaBursa / Jabotinsky station; see 4 on the map + main line numbers

Presentations Info:

Each room is equipped with a PC (office 365), projector (16/9 format) and laser pointer;

Preferably bring your presentations on disk-on-key;
Alternatively, send it be email to: Angelo Segall (email: 8621622@gmail.com) - make sure to specify the date of the conference and the name of the presenter.

Laptops can be used; Display connector is VGA;
No Apple / HDMA adaptors will be provided; Make sure that your laptop is compatible with VGA connector or bring your own adaptor.